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Message from the CEO

Continued overpage…

Hi everyone, and welcome 
to Issue 22 of our iPi Group 
Insider Magazine, where 
we let you in on some of the 
happenings in and around 
the iPi Group for the Second 
Quarter of 2015. The issue 
kicks off in the usual fashion 
with Peter Long, Group Business 
Development Manager filling 
us in on his activities during 
the Quarter, and busy he was 

too with acknowledgements to our client representatives 
at SP Brewery and at the UPNG, and welcoming the 
Unitech in Lae into our stable of Catering clients! We 
kicked off the Unitech contract for in excess of 2,000 
students in June and the team is pulling out all stops to 
ensure the experience is a happy healthy and tasty one 
for all students and an efficient effective and rewarding 
one for the management of the University. Peter also 
acknowledges the management teams at Barrick and at 
Napa Napa who are working hard to ensure project 
success for all parties.

Sadly during the Quarter we suffered the passing of 3 
stalwarts of the Porgera Project early days, and Peter 
acknowledges with condolences the passing of John 
Watkins, Keith Wilson and Neil Stewart.

During the Quarter we signed an extension and 
expansion of our Transport Contracts with British American 
Tobacco, expanding with a base establishment in 
Madang and additional transport for the team at BAT.

We have also during the Quarter placed fuel rigs into 
Madang in order to service the Ramu Nickel operations!

During the Quarter we sponsored a clean a thon at 
the UPNG grounds, and share a couple of photos of 
that with you. We’ve been operating at the UPNG 
a number of years and Dennis Sparks our Catering 
Operations Manager announces by thanking his team, 
and extends those thanks to the Unitech team that we 
have now signed off so that we now  operate at both of 
the Nation’s premier Universities, the POM based UPNG 
and the Lae based University of Technology, the Unitech. 
Congratulations to the team for this milestone step in the 
development of the iPi Group.

While our Tolokuma Project has been quietening off of 
late, with the owner of the mine suffering through heavy 
costs associated with air transport of the various raw 
inputs to the operations, we did during the Quarter enjoy 
a very significant boost to moral with a visit from the Prime 
Minster to commission a large piece of road building 
plant, designed to in time provide 
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Message from the CEO continued…

access to the Tolokuma site via road, relieving the State 
owned Petromin of the high costs of air transport and 
reinvigorating the entire project.

Peter Laurie and Anita Rochus of our Lae based Transport 
Operations division share a story of our Madang based 
fuel deliveries and then Greg Langley our GM of PNG 
Freight Services details the expansion into Madang and 
beyond of our British American Tobacco relationship.

We are expanding our modest Lodge at Porgera and 
Grahame Wicks our Group Administration Manager 
shares a few photos and a story about the expansion to 
the Mountain Lodge which took place during the Quarter, 
and is now all but ready to commission. The addition of 
an extra 16 rooms, 8 of which are duel bed configured 
will give us 24 additional bed spaces for the Lodge, 
together with an expanded laundry facility and quite a bit 
of associated landscaping beautification works.

Panzanella Bread Tomato and Olive Oil Salad anyone? 
Turn to Page 15!!

Peter McLean, our Group HR Manager attended a 
conference of the PNG Human Resources Institute during 
the Quarter, representing the iPi Group and delivering a 
paper on the our Group, our training, our initiatives, our 
commitments to constantly upgrade internal services to our 
employees.

During the Quarter Nalie Kahata, our Warehouse and 
Logistics Manager for the Lae based Catering operation 
made it into the Newsletter of the Business Coalition for 
Women, and we give it a little plug by including the 
page in which Nalie appeared!

Our QA Manager suffered through nearly 6 ½ hours 
of supposedly fun; looks like pure torture to me, by 
competing in as our sponsored athlete, the Queensland 
Triathlon, a staging event for the international circuit. We 
include a few photos and it amazes me that John looks 
reasonably fresh waving across the finish line. Phew, no 
more to say on that.

Finally in this Quarter’s issue we include a story by Shirley 
Sioni, our receptionist in Lae telling of how a bunch of the 
Lae based ladies were transformed into models for a day 
at a Mother’s Day fashion parade!!

Enjoy the read everyone, and if you have any comments 
or contributions feel absolutely welcome to drop me a 
line!

With Regards …. Scott 
 

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@iPiGroup.com.pg



From the Group Business Development Desk...
To each and all in our Group,

I am not sure about how you are 
faring thus far this year but I am all 
but blindsided by the speed the 
2015 year has seemed to vanish. 
It appears that each and every 
time one pops the head up for a 
breath of fresh air and a clear look 
at the horizon another month has 
passed by. Perhaps better said, the 
pace at which we are travelling at 
the moment is hectic. And that can 

only be great news. It is most refreshing to be working in an 
environment and alongside a dedicated cluster of people all 
targeting the same common goal – a go forward, a growth 
goal. I pass on my sincere thanks to those wonderful iPi folks 
who throw their all at the commercial opportunities we face 
each day. Your support is highly appreciated. 

It is timely that I have a moment to equally acknowledge another 
round of iPi Group successes all pencilled in for the coming 
years and having the ‘insider’ to do this offers me a terrific 
vehicle or medium to spread and share the news with you.

Yes, you have all embraced the fantastic news of the year 
commencing with the roll-over and resigning of the South 
Pacific Brewery Catering Contracts (and I pass on my thanks 
to all who sent in their congratulatory messages) however it 
even gets much better. The brilliant work, whilst we talk of iPi 
Catering, was further highlighted by positive and rewarding 
thanks extended to the Management Team via the Student 
Services leadership group of the University of Papua New 
Guinea; this through Ms Margaret Au and Mrs Peni who wrote 
to acknowledge our UPNG Catering Teams endeavours and 
dedication for a magnificent start up and follow through on 
polished service. Their communication meant much to us. The 
University Management and the fine and upstanding students 
we take care of daily are very much a priority to us; we are 
proud to have the professional and long term association 
with the UPNG and equally proud to serve the remarkable 
institution’s needs. Further we have been able to partner the 
Student Representative Council on initiatives and applications 
never thought of before; this has lent much comfort and 
satisfaction to all parties. Fortunately there are even more ideas 
and greater innovations we’d like to launch and we see the 
UPNG as gaining further benefits, outcomes and advancement 
because of. Working alongside positive and supportive Clients 

like the UPNG does indeed instil fantastic job satisfaction across 
the full breath of our people.

Working off the benchmark of always and constantly providing 
quality and dedicated service and importantly linking the ability 
to listen carefully to our Clients has kept the iPi Group a step or 
two in front. We firmly believe that we are both leaders and 
thinkers. Putting alternate measures, options, differences and 
opportunities in front of potential Clients equally shows that our 
‘cut’ is neither traditional nor staid.

Having uttered the above, what a pleasure it was to be 
successfully awarded the Papua New Guinea University of 
Technology’s Catering Contract in June. Most people in the 
iPi Group have now the knowledge that our bid has met with 
success and as part of my job – a very pleasing part is to 
thank the Senior Management Teams of both the Uni-Tech in 
Lae and iPi Catering. The collective work and application 
to a common goal has seen us smoothly mobilise on the 
1st of July; this seamlessly and without fuss. My personal 
congratulations are extended to our iPi Catering Team who 
have delivered to the Uni-Tech in Lae outcomes of note. It 
was a remarkable effort and it displayed professionalism and 
commitment all worthy of this very public comment. 

Whilst on the subject of our Catering teams, many of us 
tend to forget the essential and demanding support role our 
Supply and Procurement people along with our Lae and Site 
based Warehousing staff each of who deliver the necessary 
commodities to keep our Projects firmly in check. Our highly 
valued Barrick – Porgera Project is sustained by the efforts of 
our Lae crews and all this does not go unnoticed I can assure 
you. The level of activity in Lae at our 10 Mile base has 
certainly been ratcheted up a notch or two with the additional 
load of the Lae Uni-Tech Project and accordingly, the volume 
of product being handled at 10 Mile in Lae is now quite 
substantial. Much appreciated are the efforts injected. Our 
Project successes are in a very important part attributable to 
you. You are indeed a critical cog in the gearing.

Our InterOil Napa Napa Project is tracking along with 
terrific and positive feedback. Again, it is worthy of note that 
our Project Leadership Team is doing us all proud. Many 
thanks are tabled for bright and refreshing enthusiasm, the 
brilliant foodservice and the highly recognised, unique iPi 
Catering hospitality being delivered to the InterOil workforce. 
So too our work at Tolukuma; Marcelo and Darryl please 
keep up the fine work and the careful stewarding of the 
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Project. What is being achieved up there is also not going 
unrecognised. We applaud all that is being delivered on a 
daily basis – thank you for holding the fort.

Porgera remains a ‘soft spot’ for me as you all know and 
our work for Barrick means much. Holding the extensive 
history of our involvement in Porgera is something I treasure. 
As mentioned, we have had the pleasure of working with 
many good and decent people up in Enga and it is at this 
juncture I feel it necessary to belatedly but most sincerely 
acknowledge the professional association I personally 
enjoyed with the likes of John Watkins (PJV Financial 
Controller), Keith Wilson (PJV Admin Superintendent) and 
Neil Stewart (PJV Assistant Admin Superintendent) who 
recently, have now sadly passed. It is with a heavy heart and 
on behalf of the iPi Group I extend my 
sincere condolences to the families, 
friends and work colleagues of all 
three gentlemen. John, Keith and Neil’s 
memories will remain with me. What 
all three injected into the early days of 
the Porgera Mine development was 
both unique and significant. They were 
some of the very first of the Porgera 
Joint Venture Management Team I 
worked alongside; this on my arrival to Porgera back in 
August 1995. Much of the Mine legacy John, Keith and Neil 
drove way back then still stands out. I have no hesitation in 
saying openly that much of what we – the iPi Group have 
achieved in and around Porgera was through the direct help, 
support and involvement of John, Keith and Neil. 

It is indeed the people we work alongside who make our roles 
more than just jobs. All of us are surrounded by Managers, 
Supervisors, Leading Hands, fellow work mates and the 
like and regardless of a/the position held, we can make a 
positive and rewarding difference to not only our own daily 
responsibilities but that too of how the iPi Group fares in the 
wider marketplace. Business in PNG is currently tough and to 
be effective, robust, resilient and sustainable we must work as 
a bonded team, be supportive of one another and push ahead 
when challenges are placed before us. 

I find that the work being undertaken presently in the 
transport field has a suite of opportunities which do not 
necessarily present as being easy. Accordingly, Maso, 
Greg and their highly skilled Transport Teams are constantly 

defining and redefining boundaries. They are seeking out 
new and refreshing ways of maintaining current business 
and escalating that of new. An example of such has been 
recently the successful award of the British and American 
Tobacco cartage responsibilities. As you know, we have 
delighted in our past professional association with BAT in 
PNG however to have further responsibilities cast our way 
offers a refreshed reinvigoration of the endeavours we 
have firmly promoted. Greg and Maso have had the good 
fortune of working alongside a uniquely driven Team of BAT 
Managers ex both Australia and PNG and the culmination 
of their combined efforts have once again bought in steady 
and pleasing growth. Congratulations Greg and Maso on 
what you have achieved. I know that working alongside 
the BAT Senior Management Team has bought you much 

professional satisfaction; having the 
opportunity to partner a polished 
and highly respected business 
such as BAT is something you have 
strived for – that is now realised. 
Good luck with the execution of the 
works. iPi Transport looks forward to 
many more years of successful BAT 
product delivery in PNG.

So too the efforts being applied to supportive and 
professional assistance with Lime cartage up in Porgera 
for Barrick. The iPi Transport Team is doing all it can to 
enhance the Barrick requirements and likewise, will do all 
that is possible to partner the dedicated Barrick Supply 
people across the full spectrum of this work. The common 
goal is to provide the applicable equipment and essential 
personnel to execute the works and much of the hands 
on leadership will be through Dave McKenzie and his 
Highlands based operation. Many thanks are also extended 
to each and every iPi Transport person involved in the Barrick 
opportunity. Our want is for Barrick to have a level of comfort 
extended via this support operation. We are delighted to 
have the opportunity of further Mine related works and our 
appreciation is extended to Doug Sanderson and his team of 
personnel all of whom, like ourselves, wish to see successful 
Project outcome.

Life on the Bulk Fuel line haulage responsibilities of both 
Barrick and Puma remain paramount. Indeed, many 
kilometres are still being clocked up between Lae and 
the Highlands. Whilst volumes remain mixed our work is 

Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager

We applaud all that is 
being delivered on a 
daily basis – thank you 
for holding the fort.



BELOW: Some of the participants of the Clean-a-Thon

Peter Denmead speaking with the Clean-a-Thon Students
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constant. Puma fuel loads are rattling through to both Goroka 
and Hagen along with the Hagen town deliveries. Worth 
again uttering that our Hagen Depot still sees the majority 
of all truck movements and although many people see the 
activities and urgency behind our Lae Depot operations, 
never doubt the commitment out of Hagen. The times I spend 
in Hagen reinforce on every occasion exactly that – truck 
movements constantly.

Many of you might not be aware 
but we have had a few iPi Transport 
fuel trucks working out of Madang 
in recent months; all this to help and 
support the MCC Ramu Nickel Mine 
with fuel supply given the bridge 
weight limitation issues between our 
traditional route, Ramu to Usino. 
We are not all that sure when the 
Ramu-Usino road will be re-opened 
for heavy vehicles but trust it will 
be soon. In the meantime, we’ll 
continue to support and enhance the 
Mine operation ex Madang in the stead. All has been most 
successful in this venture and pleasing it is to report that all 
parties are most happy with the results tabled thus far. Fuel 
is flowing and the Mine remains in full swing. I equally point 
out too that the support we have enjoyed with our dedicated 
and highly skilled drivers ex Madang has been nothing less 
than pleasing. They have done a marvellous job across an 
all too challenged terrain and have successfully journeyed 
the route countless times. Thanks gents for the level of 
dedication demonstrated.

We have now well and truly passed the half way mark of the 
year and in hindsight, much has been achieved. Perhaps there 
comes a time when a little professional reflection should take 
place and I confess to when being tapped on the shoulder 
for my words as part of the ‘insider’ this is the moment I do 
so. Sure, we are all distracted by our daily tasks and the 
time constraints attached to the same, however I cannot help 
but notice that moving away from our commercial bent and 
focus, our safety results this year and across the Group show 
steady and progressive improvement. I am copied in on many 
occasions on safety sessions, safety toolbox notes, safety 

reports and overall safety initiatives developed and delivered 
by our dedicated representatives. All this is very encouraging 
and I too urge each and every employee to act in a manner 
which does not result in a statistic. We have a responsibility 
to ourselves and each other and this to come to work, safely 
execute our duties and return home to our families well and 
undamaged. The trend presently is unquestionably greater 
scrutiny on our safety performance and pleasing it is to see 
highly positive results being shared around and across the 

Group. I cannot help but state, 
please keep up the great work in 
this area...whilst our priority is your 
safety, so too it ought to be for 
you to take personal charge and 
we absolutely encourage you to 
do so. 

Once again it has been my 
pleasure to share a few words, 
thoughts and Project updates with 
you. There is much happening 
at present and lots on the boil 

in the background. Delighted to suggest to you that I am 
both pressed and busy and yes, I understand that we 
all are or at the least, should be however work and life 
in general for me are great. We are constantly moving 
forward; we are indeed pressing onwards and the advance 
and encouragement of our Teams across PNG offers me 
inspiration. I trust that you likewise gain much private and 
professional pleasure in all that you are involved in and 
with. Working alongside inspiring people simply generates 
a motivation to want more, do more, achieve more, obtain 
more and above all, see more. Now, if that is seen as being 
greedy, then please call me exactly that...I’ll proudly wear 
that tag on work shirt and also encourage you to be part of 
the same team I play for!!!

I do appreciate the opportunity for a chat...see you soon 
and please, stay well.

Cheers,

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg

We have a responsibility 
to ourselves and each 
other and this to come to 
work, safely execute our 
duties and return home 
to our families well and 
undamaged.

iPi Catering

University of Papua New Guinea
Hi everyone,

Here is a short story I believe is worth sharing across the 
Group and I do trust you all enjoy the read; this as much 
as we enjoyed the day I speak about.

On Saturday the 5th of July, a 
Clean-a-Thon was held in various 
locations across Port Moresby by 
students numbering more than 1,500; 
the students coming from many 
different Tertiary Institutions of our 
nation’s Capital. iPi Catering proudly 
sponsored the event and provided 
some quite impressive T-Shirts for 
each participant to wear while 
partaking in the activity. 

The initiative is part of the ongoing 
partnership between iPi Catering and 
the UPNG Student Representative 
Council and it is one of the major 
planned activities to be undertaken this 
year to promote unity and teamwork 
among the students at the University 
of Papua New Guinea. 

The Clean-a-Thon activity, hailed as a huge success by 
the associated student leaders of the participating sister 
Institutes, concluded with a well-deserved, much earned 
BBQ lunch held at the forum square of the Sir Michael 
Somare Library Building. 

Indeed, it was all hands on deck when it came to serving 
the 1,500 very hungry students. Our dedicated UPNG 
Catering staff launched into the BBQ lunch with great 
enthusiasm and the abundant supply of BBQ’d Hot Dogs 

and tasty Chicken Quarters all served with crunchy Kau 
Kau chips accompanied by Coleslaw & Cucumber Salads 
topped off with Ice Creams and soft drinks didn’t last long. 

The BBQ was thoroughly enjoyed by 
all...there were lots of very happy and 
contented faces to be seen.

During the lunch, Peter Denmead 
was invited to the podium and Pete 
gave a short speech on behalf of 
iPi Catering. Here he conveyed the 
message of our ongoing support 
to the UPNG and ‘our’ students 
whilst also reinforcing the ‘unique 
partnership’ we enjoy with the 
University of PNG. His words and our 
actions were all very well received 
by the full student populace; there 
was a rousing round of applause for 
both Peter’s speech and all that was 
provided by iPi Catering. 

The co-operation of UPNG’s sister 
Institutions - Jubilee, the Don Bosco 

Technical College and the Institute of Business Studies has 
prompted requests by the student leaders of the respective 
sister Institutions for the UPNG SRC to make this activity an 
annual event. We will delightfully support this activity as an 
ongoing venture given all the good which comes from it.

Yes, we are extremely proud to be part of the UPNG 
community and activity such as this will always be supported. 

Regards, 
Fabian 



iPi Catering

The Papua New Guinea University of Technology
To our readers across the iPi Group,

Proudly can we now announce that the highly respected and 
renowned Institution of Higher Learning; the Papua New 
Guinea University of Technology (the Uni-Tech as it is often 
referred) is a valued partner of the iPi Group’s iPi Catering 
Limited. Post a lengthy, detailed and 
applicable evaluation process, the PNG 
University of Technology has awarded iPi 
Catering the Catering Contract and this 
taking effect as of the 1st of July, 2015. 
Yes, we have commenced the professional 
delivery of services and now providing the 
three meals per day for the 2,000 plus 
resident students of the Institution.

Everyone in the iPi Group is simply delighted with the award. 
Can I firstly thank the dedicated and extremely committed 
professional Uni-Tech Academic and Administration 
Team; this headed by Dr Albert Schram (Vice Chancellor) 
and supported by Dr Karl Gena (Pro-Vice Chancellor - 
Administration), Mr Bapa Bomoteng (Acting Bursar) and 
Mr Willie Pikiri (Head of Special Projects). Dr Schram’s 
leadership team has offered the iPi Catering on-the-ground 
contingent nothing less than clear and concise direction and 
in saying so, have offered positive support at every level.

There were extremely tight mobilisation timelines from 
Contract award announcement to Contract start-up however 
and as you have all come to expect, the blinding dedication 
to task, the application to fulfil expectations and the ability to 
react to any situation again was not beyond the iPi Catering 
Management Team. 

Under the leadership of Chris Moroney (GM iPi Catering) 
I had the good fortune of being able to head a group of 
focused managers and support staff. Together we were 
able to secure all Project requirements and whether that be 
equipment, vehicles, commodities, consumables, uniforms, 
safety gear, new employee start-up/induction material, 
initial and or permanent accommodation, IT essentials, 
communication componentry, tooling, spare parts, Food 
Containers or mobile fridge/freezers, they were sourced, 
locked away, placed in-situ and or put into effect and 
everything done for day one of new service, July 1st 2015. 
It was an amazing effort.

To have a cluster of highly prized suppliers behind us; them 
and staying with us over the many years of trading, adding 
the Lae based Uni-Tech Project to our extensive list of highly 
protected existing Projects was then made a relatively simple 
journey. Our suppliers came together, offered iPi Catering 
total support and for that we offer our deep and genuine 

thanks. Our suppliers made a tough task 
much easier. Their support lent much value 
and as always, this remains so.

I turn my thoughts toward ‘our start-up 
Team’...these names are in no specific 
order of priority as each person carried 
a heavy load yet to each mentioned, 
I offer on behalf of the iPi Group, our 
many thanks...you made day one happen 

and you should, rightly so, feel proud to be an integral 
component of a well-oiled and smooth cluster of go-getters!!!

•  Julie and Lina – all things Human Resources, 
recruitment and staff inductions

•  Sylvia and Joseph – all things IT, communications 
and admin equipment

•  Greg and his Accounting Team – all things 
admin and accounts

•  Walter, Chris and Janet – all things supply and 
procurement

•  John and Rex – all things QA and HACCP and start 
up foodservice

•  Nalie and her Lae based Catering 
Warehousing team – all things on absolute supply 
and distribution

•  The Lae iPi Transport Team (far too many names 
to list but you know and, we know what you did) – 
all things container movements, trucks, light vehicles, 
storage, fuel and logistics

To our newly appointed 80 Lae Uni-Tech Catering Staff – a 
huge and very warm welcome into the iPi Group family. You 
come with vast experience and extensive knowledge and 
that is highly valued but more, you will be further involved in 
additional staff development and training and we trust that 
with these sessions you too will learn and grow with us. We 
are more than simply a new uniform; the iPi Group holds a 
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Everyone in the 
iPi Group is 
simply delighted 
with the award. 

deep respect for all our employees and you are now one 
of us, part of us and an essential component of our industry 
perception. You will each protect our Brand and that Brand 
symbolises professionalism and integrity. We are as one. We 
trust you enjoy your new role with us and accordingly, will 
be with us for many years to come.

Our task is to now service the unique catering and 
foodservice needs of the students residing and studying at 
the prestigious PNG University of Technology; we will carry 
out our responsibilities with mutual respect and dignity and to 
all who reside there. iPi Catering has now joined forces with 
one of PNG’s finest and most recognised centres of higher 

learning and the deep respect we hold for that ‘partnership’ 
will be demonstrated through real and practical outcomes. 

Our special thanks to all people who saw the Project through 
to successful start-up; it was a brilliant effort and a wonderful 
display of pure passion and commitment. 

Three cheers to each of you...and three cheers to the Papua 
New Guinea University of Technology.

Dennis Sparks 
Operations Manager - iPi Catering 
Dennis.Sparks@iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi Catering 

Our PNG 
University of 
Technology 
Project
Readers,

We of course are very proud 
to show you this letter of 
appreciation. As you will have 
read iPi Catering commenced 
their brand new Project in Lae 
with great vigour, excitement and 
enthusiasm recently.

It is always both warming and 
comforting to have a letter or two 
posted our way; this showing 
Client feedback and comment.

Many thanks Dr Gena for taking 
the time to write to Peter who has 
of course shared this with the 
Catering Team in Lae.

...the Editor

ISSUE 22 ~ SECOND QUARTER 2015
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iPi Transport

Our MCC Ramu Nickel Madang activities
Dear readers of the ‘insider’,

Interesting times recently and this where we have come 
to the professional assistance of the MCC Ramu Nickel 
Mining people and all by way of having some of our 
highly visible rigid fuel trucks stationed in Madang rather 
than as per tradition, in and working ex Lae.

Many of you will have read in the newspapers that the 
road from Ramu through to Usino is still very limited to 
heavy vehicle traffic given the associated extensive bridge 
damage to many of them months ago; this caused by the 
extremely damaging floods. What we have managed 
to do is relocate a number of trucks in Madang at the 
Puma Depot (and we indeed pass on our many thanks to 
all the Madang Puma Staff as their care, hospitality and 
consideration has been nothing less than extraordinary) 
and deliver the much needed Mine bulk fuel across the 
Mountain through to the Kurimbukari Site.

The Ramu Nickel Logistics staff too have been a delight 
to work alongside during this exercise as they have 
lent much support especially to our dedicated drivers 
traversing the new route. Accommodation and food have 
been provided on the Mine site for our staff together with 
back-up support in Madang itself. 

The deliveries have gone swimmingly well. We wish to 
acknowledge the efforts and determination of our team 
of drivers as they have managed themselves in a manner 
which has bought the iPi Group credit; the credit is indeed 
sheeted back to them openly and with thanks. Further 
and building upon the same, our skilled and focused 
Workshop people from Lae have equally lent assistance 
and support to the drivers and have devoted careful 
attention to the maintenance of our trucks and ancillary 
fuel gear. Great job folks...

Once again, there has been a full team effort thrown in to 
making sure this task of total Mine support is evidenced 
especially given the raft of odd and unusual circumstances 
faced. All too often we face challenges such as the one 
we talk about here but not many of you realise the level of 
background support provided. We have a terrific team of 
transport professionals and this across the breathe of job 
roles and we think it most worthy to tell everyone in the iPi 
Group just what can be achieved if there is that level of 
determination displayed.

We are proud to be part of that committed and highly 
enthusiastic team.  

Regards, 
Peter Laurie and Anita Rochus 
Lae Operations - iPi Transport

iPi Catering

Our Tolukuma Project – a special visit
Dear all, 

You may think that things are a little quiet up here in the 
clouds but please rest assured that recently, we again burst 
into action and excitement on learning that our esteemed and 
very Honourable Prime Minister Mr Peter O’Neill and other 
Ministers and Government Officials were bearing down on 
the site.

We had the pleasure of hosting our PM at Tolukuma on 
the 3rd of July and what a show it was. Mr O’Neill was 
commissioning a brand new excavator; the new piece of 
plant equipment specially procured for the new road-works 
Port Moresby to Site via Mondo.

Leading the speeches was Mr John Mona, the candidate for 
the PNC, Goilala, Central Province.

Well, the iPi Catering Team had well prepared and accordingly 
laid out before the distinguished crowd was a magnificent 

morning tea resplendent with all accoutrements. ‘Very fancy’ 
was one description offered by a passer-by but enough said as 
“all we do is fancy” replied an anonymous iPi staffer!!! There 
was much laughter at the banter going around.

Yes, there were dancing girls too and this activity lead by Ms 
Theresa Patrick of iPi Catering along with other beautifully 
dressed women from the TGM Mine. It was a terrific and 
inspiring Tolukuma sing-sing; all the good stuff and a fun time.

The people of the district were very proud and most excited that 
the Prime minister and other PNC Ministers took the time to visit 
Tolukuma. If ever you wish to see more pictures or videos, we 
have plenty up here on record...it was a great day and to be 
part of the celebration was quite the honour.

Darryl Royal 
Project Manager - TGM - iPi Catering 
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iPi Transport 

Embraces a new partnership  
with British American Tobacco
To all in the Group,

As you know, we are very protective of our highly valued 
Client base and we fully understand that along with our sister 
organisation iPi Catering, iPi Transport too endeavours to 
pull out all stops; this to ensure our Clients and customers are 
delighted with our cartage arrangements and outcomes.

Making certain things are absolutely right takes time, patience 
and effort. Dealing with a breathe of Clients equally involves 
understanding individual needs, wants and expectations and 
accordingly each and every Client representative has slightly 
different measures of ‘great’ performance. 

Our challenge is to meet or exceed Client expectation and in 
the transport/cartage field, that often is a tough ask given the 
raft of complexities we deal with daily most of which can be 
very much out of our control. Regardless, of what is thrown our 
way from left of centre (road blocks, bridges down, civil unrest, 
heavy rains, incidents along the Highway, general commotion, 
compensation claims, etc) it requires the professionalism and 
involvement of a full and expert team to successfully move 
cargo/product from one location to another.

I have had the good fortune of working alongside my Transport 
counterpart, Maso Mangape and we, recently, have been 
in many sessions on the planning and coordination of further, 
extensive and expanded British and American Tobacco product 
haulage. It is always a pleasure to work in harmony and 
partnership with Maso but the recent work we have done has 
been much enhanced by the pleasure we have enjoyed in 
working with a Team of BAT Managers (both in country and 
overseas). To put it bluntly, the professionalism and the expertise 
lent by the BAT executives (at all levels of the BAT organisation) 
has been nothing less than inspiring. 

You have gathered by now that we are expanding – building 
upon our long term relationship with BAT and of course we are 
over the moon with excitement there but more, this article for the 
readers of the ‘insider’ is to offer you an idea or outline on the 
planning and execution involved in ensuring Client satisfaction 
however not to the detriment of our other Clients whilst doing 
so. It involves careful and in many cases delicate balance and 
many hours of serious talks, meetings, phone sessions along 
with the applicable review and approval processes. I hope this 
offers you some clarity on the type of activity Maso and I are 
involved with?

We start with the address of our Client requirements; the full 
and exposed logistics overview along with the general where 
from and where to, how, with what and when. A risk/safety 
analysis is then undertaken, road surveys are done, GPS 
plotting reviewed, truck type and availability noted, supplier 
arrangements set in place, driver assessments and training 
completed, project cost modelling set up, access to new sites 
planned-approvals sought, equipment and ancillary support 
gear/vehicles listed, project stewardship and reporting lines 
are locked away, finance reviews and alternates discussed, 
workshop/facilities support needs noted, breakdown and 
recovery processes highlighted, escort and security requirements 
firmly tucked in and then a full Project review on all the 
aforementioned. Project presentations then delivered and 
arrangements made to procure all that is necessary to undertake 
the task at hand. 

As you would imagine, none of this happens overnight 
or all by itself...it is very much a case of prior planning 
and preparation all of which will-should prevent poor 
performance so the theory goes. 

Accordingly, Maso and I gather together all appropriate 
personnel, we secure our internal and external stakeholders, 
offer initial Project briefs and then polish the package to its 
final completion.

Much background work is undertaken post initial Client interface 
and the detail to which all facets of Project planning is exposed 
is both extensive and robust. As you can see, any new or 
additional cartage Project involves a Team of highly enthusiastic 
and skilled people. iPi Transport is extremely fortunate to have 
such a team and it is here that on behalf of Maso, I thank each 
and every person who shared their time and expertise with us 
throughout the BAT Project journey. Much more is still yet to be 
finalised however we are nearly there.

Our special thanks are extended to the many terrific people 
of BAT...you have, are and remain, very special to work 
alongside. We look forward to many more years of successfully 
delivering dedicated cartage solutions. 

Greg Langley 
GM – PNG Freight Services – iPi Transport 
Greg.Langley@iPiGroup.com.pg

Wonderful news from the UPNG Student 
Services Department...
Readers,

Every now and again we receive what we believe is a 
real treasure; a treasure of correspondence and again we 
think it is most worthy that you see some of the very kind 
words good and decent people put together. Working in 
the hospitality industry, all too often the general public can 
be very quick to fire off a note of complaint and whilst 
these issues are always taken most seriously and addressed 
immediately (or certainly should be), taking the time to put 
together words of appreciation or thanks is a matter that 
many steer away from – regardless of how good someone’s 
meal or service or overall experience was not too many 
people jot down or pass on a word of thanks.

This note was send through to our Catering Leadership; it is 
from one of the most hard working and dedicated people 

we have had the pleasure of working alongside, a lady who 
has her heart embedded in the best interests for the students 
of the University of Papua New Guinea. Her value to the 
students is immeasurable. 

Ms Au, thank you for sending this note through...it is a timely 
reminder to us all that when we are happy, let others know...
and of course, when there is a problem, people equally 
respect the seriousness of the issue. It is a wonderful balance.

From the entire iPi Catering Team...to you, Mrs Peni and to 
Prof Subba Rao and the SRC, this is greatly valued. Thank 
you for the feedback. Cheers and stay safe.

Yours, 
Chris, Dennis, Unni, Peter 

From: Margaret Au  

Sent: Friday, 26 June 2015 3:57 PM 

To: MC UPNG Manager 

Cc: Subbarao Pulapa; penigk@upng.ac.pg; Peter Denmead; Chris Moroney; Dennis Sparks 

Subject: Re: Thank you for services rendered in Semester one

Good afternoon Mr. Unni Meetinay and Mr. Peter Denmead;

As semester one is coming to a close, I wish to take this time to thank you both for your leadership and professionalism in leading the team at 

UPNG in providing catering services to our students and staff in semester one.

On behalf of the University senior management and the Student services and the SRC, I wish to commend you both for the good working 

relationship you have established with us (university management, the SRC (student representative council) and student services) and thank you for 

working together with us in semester one.

The semester one exams began this week and will end on Wednesday 01/07/2015. The semester break for the students will be from  

02/07 - 17/07/2015, from these dates the Pacific Games will also take place. Our residential student numbers don’t change over the semester 

break as most of the students will work as volunteers during the Pacific Games.

Furthermore, thank you for making the Print Shop a reality, it’s a great help to the students. The Canteen and the Coffee Haus have provided the 

needed services and thank you Unni for getting the pizza back in the coffee haus, the Maggarita pizza sample my staff had was delicious.  

We highly appreciate your time and effort in providing all these services.

Just this week, the water tank that has been sitting idle beside Science One building has been cleaned and all other necessary connections done 

and now we have back up water for the students mess. Thank you Mr. Unni Meetinay for your time and effort in making this a reality again.

Thank you very much and we look forward to a continued good working relationship in Semester 2.

Regards 

Margaret Au



The iPi Group 

Expands the Mountain 
Lodge in Porgera...
For those of us who are located up in Porgera or work from 
there, there is noticeable change to the Mountain Lodge 
environment and we are all delighted with the progress on development across a number of fronts.

There has been much civil works completed on the carpark and garden surrounds but importantly too, the escalation of 
accommodation capacity has steadily grown. The Mountain Lodge remains a highly valued rest spot for visitors to Porgera, for 
business travellers conducting local and Mine related activities along with Police and Army personnel who reside there whilst 
undertaking/executing their duties in and across the region.

Further, Mountain Lodge has always been a home for many of the iPi workforce. There comes a time over and above the normal 
maintenance regime to expand and our Board of Directors took the decision many months ago to do just that. So much so, 
new wings, dongas, rooms are being steadily built and along with the additional bedding capacity comes some easing of 
past congestion – we now have the capacity to offer guests and visitors a range of alternative accommodation. Sure, all this is 
modest but very comfortable. 

Together with additional capacity comes further employment and training and it is these opportunities which equally excites 
many of us. The Mountain Lodge, whilst being expanded-parts under construction is being well attended to by the iPi Catering 
Team based in Porgera. We all know that the kitchen facilities are a home base for culinary skill enhancements and having the 
facility available to offer the same gives us more scope, more flexibility and more room in looking after some of the needs of 
both new and existing staff alike. 

Yes, we are running at full noise at present – literally!!!...happy to update you all as further development and progress occurs.  
In the meantime, I hope you like the pictures I have sent through too.

Thank you and we hope to see you all up here soon as perhaps a valued guest of the Mountain Lodge. More cosy room, further 
comfortable beds and additional hot showers are on their way I can assure you.

Grahame Wicks 
Administration Manager - The iPi Group, Porgera 
Grahame.Wicks@iPiGroup.com.pg 

Panzanella Bread, Tomato and Olive Oil Salad
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iPi Transport

Still leading the way with Training
Hi Readers,

I have put together an article for the ‘insider’ as the Editor is 
always on my case to tell everyone what we are up to in 
Lae. Well, the iPi Transport HR Department in Lae is 
always on the move; we have scheduled many 
courses and many sessions of Training so I 
suppose the Editor is right in pleading for my 
contributions. I now know he is happy and I trust 
you all enjoy the read...and please, make sure you stick 
your hand up for more information on potential courses and 
course participation. 

You will be more than welcome but make sure you book and 
arrange all this through your immediate supervisor first.

Look forward to seeing you in the Training rooms... 

Benoni Masalo 
Human Recourses Trainer - Lae - iPi Transport 
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PNG Business Coalition for Women
Many of the readers of the ‘insider’ will already know that our CEO, Scott O’Reilly sits on the PNG Business Coalition for 
Women but not many of you may know that the Coalition publishes a newsletter not too dissimilar to that ours. 

I find it always an interesting and extremely informative publication. The iPi Group is proudly supportive of the PNG BCFW.

Recently though, there was an interesting article contained within its pages...please have a read through this...see if you can 
spot our lady.

Nice one...

...The Editor

iPi Group

Conference participation
Hello...my name is Pete McLean and I am the iPi Group’s Human 
Recourses Manager.

This is the first opportunity I have had to inject some thoughts; this 
as part of the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ newsletter...much appreciated 
is the moment you have offered me. My story is all about our 
recent attendance and participation at the 2015 Conference of the 
Human Recourse Institute, Papua New Guinea.

Each year Human Resource Managers, Human Resource Officers, 
Human Resource Academics and Government Officials meet to discuss Human Resource Technology, latest practices, 
international trends, national accomplishments across the profession of Human Resources.

Thus the 2015 gathering: Three iPi Group Human Resource representatives attended the conference – Ms Julie Sema, HR 
Manager - iPi Catering, Mr Rauka Ovia, HR Coordinator – iPi Transport and myself.

I enjoyed the pleasure of being an invited speaker on Day 2 of the Conference and I outlined to the wider PNG HR 
Community the challenges ahead for the iPi Group in embracing its cultural alignment program, with the first stages being 
a revamp of the Performance Management and Talent Management Programs.

Both Julie and Rauka gained a great deal of quality information and confidence from the Conference and of course, from 
an array of excellent speakers together with general networking with the most senior of HR professionals working in Papua 
New Guinea.

As an aside, during the Conference the PNGHRI held elections for its National Executive Council. I was elected onto 
the National Executive Council in recognition of the iPi Group’s national industry status in PNG. The position of a 
National Executive Council member is purely voluntary and I trust I can put to good use and openly share my 40 years of 
experience as a HR Professional.

Yes, we all learnt much from the opportunity to participate and look forward to all that we will be involved in over the next 
year...oh, look forward as well to the next Conference in 2016.

Pete McLean 
HR Manager - The iPi Group 
Peter.McLean@iPiGroup.com.pg

Pete McLean speaking at PNGHRI Conference 2015.

Each year Human Resource Managers, Human Resource Officers, Human Resource 
Academics and Government Officials meet to discuss Human Resource Technology, 
latest practices, international trends, national accomplishments across the profession 
of Human Resources.
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iPi Catering

A Quality Effort
To all in the Group,

Perhaps you may recall that in the last edition of the 
‘insider’ I had the pleasure of submitting an article centred 
on iPi Catering’s commitment to Quality Assurance, HACCP 
and I further touched a little on training. 

Of course we are all most proud of our Quality Assurance 
regime across our sites but given the occasion where I can 
secure a break from the cut and thrust of my Project work 
and my responsibilities to our Managers in PNG, I do 
head out privately and try and push the barriers of pain 
somewhat...well, to the point where at least I can walk 
upright the following day.

You are correct; this story is more a social one, might 
even be one for the social pages but nevertheless, I enjoy 
stretching the legs and wandering into the gym when I do 
sneak a chance.

I know there are a number of both Expatriates and PNG 
Nationals across the iPi Group who do commit to a 
thorough personal physical training routine after work hours 
and thought here would be an ideal moment to share my 
results of the June Long Weekend Cairns, Qld Triathlon? I 
am very happy with the outcome although next year I’d like 
to have a better crack. 

I finished the 1.9km swim leg, the 90km bike ride & 21km 
run in 6 hours 4 minutes and 39 seconds. I was comfortable 
with my times over the swim & ride sectors but had a poor 
run due to, I think, eating too much during the run leg.

Mind you, post the event and after catching my breath, 
the cold beer tasted amazing although I only got halfway 
through the second one.

I would like to thank the iPi Group for the sponsorship and 
the ability to not only wear the iPi Group Logo with me 
but also for allowing me the opportunity to undertake the 
event. Now my attention turns to Lae Uni-Tech Project & my 
congratulations to all involved especially and more so, the 
dedicated and focused effort which went into our Bid.

Cheers and best wishes

John Brock 
QA, HACCP and Training Manager - iPi Catering

iPi Transport

Our Lae Ladies...models for a day!!!
Readers of the ‘insider’...I thought you might like to read 
through this?

My heartbeat quickened as I raced backstage to where my 
other counterparts were. 

Our team consisted of 10 young people from different iPi 
Transport departments: Administration, Mountain Property 
Holdings, Human Resources, IT, the Workshop and 
Operations. Being young and energetic, we were the few 
who took up a challenge to do-put on a fashion show as 
entertainment for our iPi Transport mothers; this as a part of 
the 2015 Mother’s Day celebrations. 

It was the 9th of May, the weather was on our side and 
everyone was enthusiastic. The main hall at the Crossroads 
Transit Hotel, 9 Mile Lae was beautifully decorated with blue 
and white balloons and ribbons representing our Company’s 
colours. The place wouldn’t have looked all so magnificent 
without the assistance of our Mountain Property Holding’s 
(MPH) staff who bought in their lovely orchids and flowers. 
Not only that but they also surprised all our ladies by handing 
them a bouquet each. The day was more significant as all our 
ladies turned up in their best dress looking rather elegant.

After getting dressed up for the catwalk, I marvelled at how 
gorgeous the girls looked and so too the boys who looked 
astonishingly sharp in their suites. Everyone was waiting 
eagerly to see the show as it was the icing-on-the-cake apart 
from the other activities of the day. As the music played, each 
contestant walked up confidentially with their partners. Cheers 
and screams filled the atmosphere. Camera flashes coming 
from different angles and so as the smiles and laughter. 
Everyone had a good time with food and drinks, got to mingle 
around with people from other departments and had fun, 
fun, fun! The day went well with prizes for the winners and 
also complimentary prizes which were made possible by the 
hardworking committee who sought donations to make the 

day a success. Everyone took 
at least a little something back 
home to mark the special day. 

It not only involved the 
iPi women folk but also 
the wives of our male 
colleagues. In addition to 
the attendees were a few 
senior male staff including the 
iPi Group’s Chief Financial 
Officer, Mr David Sneddon 
and our iPi Transport 
General Manager  
Mr Maso Mangape.

At the end of the day, everything went far better than first 
planned. It was indeed a fun-filled day. 

It is all credit to our iPi Transport Committee; this made up by Ms 
Masu Sibi, Ms Anita Rochus, Ms Josie Kong, Ms Liz Sandeka, 
Ms Bailato Bagama, Ms Nalie Kahata (Nalie is iPi Catering 
but she can join us anytime) and Ms Rachael Naguwean along 
with our iPi Transport General Manager. Everyone is thanked for 
their time and contribution. I was glad the fashion show served 
its purpose in entertaining the mothers. 

We were transformed into models, just for a day that is!!!

Shirley Sioni 
Receptionist - iPi Transport 
10 Mile, Lae

Shirley and the very lucky man Don

Below from left to right:  Getrude Konde – Administration Officer – 
Properties Department, Shalom Seko – Auto Electrician, Apprentice, 
Nicole Figa – Operations Data Entry Clerk, Eugene Tiut – IT Technical 
Support Officer, Shirley Sioni –  Receptionist - Administration Department, 
Serah Loa Dou – Operations Pay Clerk, Romilus Loa – Operations Fuel 
Clerk, Delinah Brere – HR/Payroll Assistant
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